High Performance | Low Cost |
LED Poultry Lighting Systems
Lighting systems designed
and developed, specifically
with the challenging poultry
environment in mind

ALL IN A DAYS WORK

Technological advances in lighting,
make LED’s ideal for poultry
farming.
Combining
simple
installation and operation, along
with low energy consumption and a
virtually maintenance free system.
Designed

from

scratch

around

the

poultry

industry

requirements, here in the UK. Our team has a long history in
LED lighting technology providing us with the skill set
required, ensuring the reliability and quality of our
products. Designed with a digital high frequency signal,
producing a flicker free light with a truly fluid dimmable
system. A quality branded LED is also used to ensure a
consistent colour and wavelength pattern.
Utilising some of the most modern lighting technology, whilst
ensuring the lighting unit and control system is as
contemporary as possible. The control panel is easy to use
with large robust buttons and large clear LCD displays.
If you need any further information, please contact us on:

Tel: 01704 501091
Or email us at: info@allltd.uk.com

Why choose our lighting system?
High frequency, flicker free system with proven
track record in the UK poultry industry
Low energy consumption, resulting in

vastly

reduced energy cost when compared to traditional
lighting
Branded LED’s with an expected service life of
100,000Hrs
Flexible programing with four separate lighting
levels
48v lighting system (low voltage), each lighting
lane has its own power-supply (PSU) mounted in
the control room to ease any future maintenance.
Tough body construction with satin finish to
enhance glare diffusion.
Lighting unit is water and corrosion resistant to
IP67
Fully dimmable system: 0.1% to 100% power
Flexible “Dusk to Dawn” setting from 10 seconds to
1 hour
UK Designed & manufactured
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The ALL Digital Control Panel
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Download LINK–LIGHT Brochure

2.
Download TUBE-LIGHT Brochure

